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0.03% metrology-level measurement accuracy

Combines the functions of an oscilloscope and a recorder

Free combination customization for test and analysis

Accuracy is the basis of testing. The oscilloscope board of ZDL6000 provides metrology-level measurement 
accuracy regardless of the sampling rate requirements. With a measurement accuracy of 0.03%, the 15M 
sampling board is ideal for accurate measurement of new-material power electronic devices such as SiC, 
GaN. The 100M sampling board still achieves a measurement accuracy of 0.3% and supports 16 channels of 
simultaneous full isolation measurements.

The scopecorder combines the high sampling rate of an oscilloscope with the long-term recording function of a 
recorder. It can accurately record the trend of signal changes in the recording mode and up to 2TB data can be 
recorded. In the oscilloscope mode, the waveform details can be captured at high resolution and the abnormal 
moments can be completely analyzed, perfectly meeting the requirement of custom tests in different scenarios.

Users can freely customize a variety of board combinations such as electrical signal acquisition, physical 
quantity acquisition and bus analysis according to actual test requirements. All channel signals can be measured 
simultaneously, and support data read back, secondary processing and signal output. The test control supports 
the scripting language, the file storage supports the standard formats such as matlab, labview, which facilitates 
secondary data development and finally completes closed-loop test and analysis.

Product Introduction
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The ZDL6000 scopecorder offers a variety of input boards to suit the test requirements in different scenarios. Up to 20 kinds of input 
boards can be selected and one scopecoder can be equipped with at most 8 boards at one time.

Board Selection Guide

Analog voltage measurement boards
Model DQM-12180 DQM-16250* DQM-12490-58* DQM-12290-28* DQM-12290-22*

Sampling rate 100MS/s 200kS/s 4GSa/s 2GSa/s 2GSa/s

Resolution 14bit 16bit 8bit 8bit 12bit

Bandwidth DC,20MHz DC,15kHz DC,500MHz DC,200MHz DC,200MHz

Number of channels 2 16 2 2 2

Isolated Isolated Isolated Non-isolated Non-isolated Non-isolated

Maximum input voltage 200V(DC+ACpeak) 42V 50Vpp 50Vpp 50Vpp

DC accuracy ±0.5% ±0.3% ±2% ±2% ±1%

“*” indicates it will be launched in 2018. The boards in development will be released in 2019.

CAN boards Boards in development
Model DQM-62151*

Number of channels 2 channels

Electrical isolation Isolated

Interface DB-9 male

CAN physical layer protocol CAN2.0A/B and CAN FD

Terminal resistance 120Ω, selected through a relay

Number of channels 2

CAN FD baud rate 25kbit/s~5Mbit/s

High-speed CAN baud rate 25kbit/s~1Mbit/s

Custom baud rate 25kbit/s~1Mbit/s

Isolated withstand voltage 1500Vrms

Board names

15MS/s voltage acquisition board (2ch) Vehicle Ethernet board (2 ch)

2MS/s voltage acquisition board  (2ch) 30MHz signal generator (2 ch)

500S/s voltage, temperature acquisition 
board (2 ch)

120MHz signal generator (2 ch)

10S/s voltage, temperature acquisition 
board (16 ch)

Voltage, current and resistance measurement of digital 
multi-meter board (1 ch)

Acceleration, voltage board (2 ch)  61/2 voltage board

Frequency measurement board (2 ch) Resistance simulation board (1 ch)

500MS/s logic analyzer board (32 ch) Digital I/O board (16 ch)

5GS/s logic analyzer board (32 ch) 0~30V, 15W power supply output board (1 ch)

CAN, LIN board (2 ch) -15~15V, 15W power supply output board  (2ch)

Strain gauges measurement board (2 ch) 30W programmable electronic load
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0.03% metrology-level board accuracy

Full isolated measurement between boards

Accuracy is the basis of testing. The oscilloscope board of ZDL6000 provides metrology-level measurement accuracy regardless of the 
sampling rate requirements. With a measurement accuracy of 0.03%, the 15M sampling board is ideal for accurate measurement of 
new-material power electronic devices such as SiC, GaN. The 100M sampling board still achieves a measurement accuracy of 0.3% 
and supports 16 channels of simultaneous full isolation measurements.

Each scopecorder is equipped with 8 board slots as standard configuration, and each input channel is insulated and isolated from each 
other to ensure the accurate measurement in the complex environments such as strong interference and multiple reference voltages.
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Multiple signals are combined freely

All channels are tested simultaneously

The scopecorder can provide various input boards such as voltage, current, CAN and temperature, etc... The number of channels can 
be up to 128. Users may freely combined electrical and physical signals according to specific test requirements so as to meet the test 
needs in various scenarios.

The scopecorder is integrated with a high-stability and temperature-compensated 100MHz synchronous clock to avoid the 
measurement error due to clock drift caused by the temperature. Meanwhile, it guarantees the synchronous sampling phase 
of each ADC channel, which reduces the error due to phase angles between channels during measurement, and the error is 
within 3ns, which ensures the synchronous testing of all channel signals.
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2Gpts large-capacity memory 
for waveform storage

Dual capture mode

Up to 2T SSD storage

Multiple trigger modes

In the oscilloscope mode, the real-time waveform memory 
depth is up to 2Gpts. Combined with the board with up to 
100MS/s sampling rate, it is very suitable for long-term 
waveform acquisition. If all 8 optional slots are selected, 
the function of 16-channel isolated oscilloscope can be 
achieved easily.

With the dual capture function, two different sampling rates 
can be set simultaneously to meet data capture requirements. 
When the waveform is in a normal state, the low sampling 
rate is used to record the waveform change trend. Once the 
waveform meets the trigger condition, the scopecorder will 
immediately switch to a maximum 100MS/s sampling rate to 
record high-speed transient events.

In the recording mode, the scopecorder can be equipped 
with a 2T SSD for real-time storage and the real-time 
sampling rate of records can reach 1MSa/s. When used 
as a measurement platform, the durability test can record 
data for up to 500 days.

Rich and powerful trigger function is a useful tool for finding 
fault waveforms. The scopecorder features multiple trigger 
modes, such as edge trigger, A-B trigger, OR trigger, AND 
trigger, etc… Abnormal events can be easily captured and 
interested signals can be quickly located.
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Real-time operation and 
hardware filtering

Support for scripting 
language programming

Data readback and output 
again

Support for multiple 
standard format export

The scopecorder supports the brand new power calculation 
function, such as active power, power factor, integral 
power and harmonics, displays trend waveforms. The 
hardware filtering function is especially suitable for filtering 
useless signals, as well as quickly triggering, measuring 
and analyzing filtered waveforms.

The scopecorder allows users to program in a scripting 
language. Many complicated instrument settings and fixed 
operations can be easily managed by programs written 
in the scripting language. For common test processes, 
users can solidify them into individual test scripts to greatly 
improve test efficiency.

The scopecorder can save all test data in multiple formats. 
After saved on site, all data can be imported into the 
scopecorder again for secondary analysis. If the optional 
signal generation board is selected, the signals obtained 
in the measurement can be output again for testing field 
simulation.

In addition to the standard format, the scopecorder also 
supports direct export of Binary, CSV, FLOAT, matlab, 
labview, SystemView and other standard formats. Users 
can directly use the standard file of data for deep data 
analysis. It is convenient for whether secondary data 
readback or development software analysis.



Power Supply and External Interface

Power supply

External interfaces
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